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19 March 2018 2 min. Read the opinions expressed by entrepreneurs are their own. As a small business owner or entrepreneur, your goal when creating a video is not to go viral. Your goal when creating videos is to get them seen by people who will most likely hire you. This means that 100 views can be
better than 100,000 views - as long as those 100 views are properly targeted. In this episode of Ambitious Life, Greg Rollett shares three ways that small business owners can sell their videos and TV shows to see hot prospects and people are more likely to do business with you. Click the play button to
find out more. Related: Want to stand out in your business? Stop Checking Your Phone.Entrepreneur Network is a premium video network that provides entertainment, education and inspiration from successful entrepreneurs and thought leaders. We provide expertise and opportunities to accelerate
brand growth and effectively monetize video and audio content distributed across all digital platforms for the business genre.EN collaborates with hundreds of youTube's leading business vertical channels. Watch videos from our network partners on demand on Roku, Apple TV and Entrepreneur App
devices available on iOS and Android devices. Click here to be part of this growing video network. We can earn commissions for purchases using our links. Learn more. Mastering the Apple TV Yes, you can still customize your Apple TV manually. Renee Ritchie and Brian M Wolfe May 27, 2019 Apple TV
is pretty easy to customize with a tap, but if you either can't or don't want to customize it that way, there's always a manual option. It's not an easy thing to do, but it can be done. Here's what you need to do to customize your Apple TV manually. How to manually customize your Apple TV with Siri remote
control, you can set up Your Apple TV by installing Wi-Fi networks, introducing Apple ID devices, and more. Click on the trackpad on the remote Siri to cope with the Apple TV. Choose the language you want to use with Apple TV. Choose the country you are in. Choose whether to use Siri. Choose by
hand. Choose a Wi-Fi network. Enter your password for the Wi-Fi network. Click Continue. Is your Apple TV now activates enter your Apple ID or click Use different Apple identifiers for iTunes and iCloud? if you have multiple Apple ID devices. If you only have one, however, skip from here at step 19.
Enter your iCloud email address if you enter individual iCloud and iTunes credentials. Click Continue enter the iCloud password. Click Continue Enter your iTunes email address if you enter into separate iCloud and iTunes credentials. Click Continue. Enter your iTunes password. Click Continue. Choose
when to claim a password for purchases on the iTunes Store. Contact the cable supplier for a single one every time your supplier is supported. Turn on home screen synchronization if you want your home screen and apps to be up to date between multiple Apple TVs. Select location services or turn it off
Services. Choose to download automatically or not now to choose whether to automatically download Apple Airsavers. Select Send to Apple or don't send to Analytics screens. Choose whether to share app analytics with developers. Agree with the Terms and Conditions. Increase your Apple TV
experience There's a long list of amazing accessories for the Apple TV, including these two: If you're a gamer, you need Nimbus. The perfect controller offers all the standard gaming buttons and a comfortable clutch. Because it's Bluetooth compatible, it's also a fantastic controller for your iPhone or iPad,
making it our favorite! Recharge it with ease with Apple Lightning. For those times when you don't want to bother others in your home, but you still want to listen to your favorite movie or TV show, go with Apple AirPods 2. Now offering a wireless charger case, popular headphones are equipped with a new
Apple H1 headphone chip that provides faster wireless connectivity to your devices. The High-speed Belkin 4K HDMI cable is compatible with Dolby Vision HDR and supports a resolution of 4096x2160 with a bandwidth of up to 48 Gbps. Questions? If you have any more questions about manually setting
up your Apple TV, drop them in the comments. Help - Like apple TV 4K (2017) The likelihood is that you've lost some instructions over the years. Maybe they're in a drawer somewhere or a long time ago they ended up in a trash can. Fortunately, you don't need to send on a replacement - many of these
guides are available online. You just have to find them. Device manufacturers often release manuals through their websites, sometimes readable on the Internet, sometimes downloaded as PDF. You'll even find guides for many older devices. Sure, you probably won't find instructions for your old cathode
beam TV from the 70s, but guides for a lot of things from the early 2000s there. For example, I was able to find the instruction booklet for Game Boy Advance, which came out in 2001. The biggest problem you'll face is simply tracking the right instructions. They often get buried deep in the bowels of

company websites. For manufacturers who just make multiple devices, the Nintendo-like process is fairly simple. For manufacturers that produce hundreds of different products, however, finding the right guide can be a monk as an exercise in patience. Step one: Figuring out exactly what you have the
first step is to find out what kind of device you actually have. This means that you will need a brand and model number at least. It's easier for some devices than others. You probably know what model iPhone you have, but we guess you can barely remember who made your refrigerator, let alone what the
model is. just check the device itself. If the brand number and model is not clearly written outside, check for hidden stickers or labels on the back, on the underside, or even inside the device. Many refrigerators, wasers and dryers, for example, can find a model number on a sticker inside the door. HOW to
see how much you spent on Amazon If you bought it from Amazon or another similar site, you can try to go back through the order history to see what you actually bought. If you bought it from a brick-and-mortar store, they might even have a record of buying, especially if it was a big ticket item like the
refrigerator. If all else fails, you can try web search using the brand and some descriptive words-something like Samsung's big silver fridge. You may have to dig deep into the search results, but you should hopefully be able to find out what you have by comparing images from Google to a device in your
home. Step Two: Finding the right guide Once you know that you have a device to actually own, you can start looking for a guide online. Most of the time, the easiest place to find instructions from the manufacturer's website. Visit their website, go to any sections of Customer Support or Care and find out if
there is an opportunity to download guides somewhere. You can also try searching the support center or communicating with a customer representative if you are able to. If the instructions section is not immediately apparent on the website, it's time to turn to the web search. Search engines will do much
better to comb through the depths of the manufacturer's site than you do. The first option is to simply search for (device name) instruction. If you are lucky, it will pop up either on the official website or through some fan site. RELATED: How to search Google How To Pro: 11 tricks you need to know if it
doesn't work, or you get too many results, you can try Google's guide only to return the results from the manufacturer's website- one of the many search skills you should take advantage of. To do this, enter the Site: manufacturerswebsite.com instruction. As long as the guide is online, available to Google
and you are spelling everything correctly, this should give you the guide you are looking for. If this doesn't work, there are also services out there that do nothing but collect guides and make them available for download. Our favorite manualslib.com, which boasts more than two million guides available.
And if you can't find the right guide using any of these methods, it's possible that the guide is just not available online. Your best option in this case is to contact the company's customer service department and ask them for help. The days of paper management are over. Many devices, like the iPhone,
don't even ship with guides anymore. While this is certainly an improvement, no one has ever claimed corporate websites are well designed. There's a bit of skill involved in tracking According to analysts of digital MEDIA, there are only two ways to watch TV shows online: you can watch it for free, for
free, you can pay for it. If you're just trying to catch up on the show, you may find many old episodes available online for free. But if you absolutely need to know the latest details of your favorite show before you go to work, or if you want to watch the game live, then chances are you'll have to pay, and
there are plenty of options. The challenge is to find which one is right for you. Advertising You can buy a Box of TiVo with the Netflix button, only to find that Netflix doesn't have all the shows you want. Or you can subscribe to the Time-Warner cable and use the company's app to watch the show on your
tablet. If you want, you can buy an Apple TV and pay the fees for the show directly at Apple. But with Apple TV, you can't buy a show to save. You can rent them only. And don't confuse Apple TV offers with the Apple iTunes store. On iTunes, individual episodes of a TV show can cost about $2.99. The
world of online television can be misleading, but if you know where to look, you should be able to find what you want. Let's look at some of the ways in which you can watch TV online - legally, of course! Content Apple TV Netflix Other streaming services Free TV Network Sites If you buy Apple TV, digital
multimedia receiver, box will come ready to rent TV shows automatically, either through the company's iTunes store or via Netflix. You can rent the program for 99 cents over a 48-hour period. The box costs $99 and hooks for HDTV with just one cable. Reviewers like streamlined design, simple tuning
and video quality. However, they find the programs limited. In addition, some experts see the device as a boutique gadget for Apple fans, said Dan Rayburn, chief analyst at Frost and Sullivan's digital media group. He notes that since entering the device market in 2007, only 1 million have been sold since
the beginning of 2011. Advertising After Apple set the rental price at 99 cents, other vendors followed. If you're not an Apple person, another option is to rent a TV show through Netflix. While you've most likely heard of (or used) Netflix as a mail-dvd rental service, you may not know that they also allow
you to stream movies and TV shows directly to your home or mobile device. Through Netflix, users can watch shows on TV, computer, smartphone, iPad, Xbox 360, PlayStation 3 or Wii. The Netflix website notes that there is now a greater selection of programs available on DVD than via the streaming
service, but this is likely to change in the future as the technology becomes more popular. Advertising While some companies only allow you to rent shows, you can buy episodes through several services, including Hulu Plus, Amazon Prime and Apple iTunes store. But before you sign up for the service,
forget to take a look at what shows it offers, what devices you can play these shows and whether the service offers the latest episodes. Any of these problems can present a limitation that you are not happy with. Satisfied. for Hulu Plus run $7.99 per month. Amazon, like Apple's iTunes store, offers the
show for as much as $2.99 per episode. Users can watch Amazon streaming shows on TVs or computers. Netflix, with its 20 million subscribers, is positioned to dominate this market. But there is one problem: because of the influence of the company, television producers do not want to give the company
the first launches of programs. The problem, Rayburn says, is that networks fear they won't get the revenue they need through the Netflix model. Broadcast networks pay millions of dollars to produce this content, Rayburn says. Advertising Major Sports Leagues also offer subscription services to stream
games. For example, the National Basketball Association (NBA) allows fans to watch seven teams throughout the season via broadband for $24.95 and allows access to all 30 teams for $49.95. Of course, you can also watch TV online for free! If you're looking for an old episode - or, in many cases, even
a daytime episode - you can probably find it by simply typing the show's title into the search engine. Hulu, Bing and YouTube offer extensive libraries of tv shows through streaming services. YouTube usually offers clips of shows and links to full episodes on the network's websites. Bing links to episodes
on Hulu with a short commercial introduction. Interestingly, through Bing, you can even see the first run of episodes of the show, spending a little more than a few seconds watching the commercials at the beginning of the show. Advertising of course is sometimes the easiest way to find the show you are
looking to go straight to the source. The Fox network makes full episodes available the day after the show airs. And you can watch the most recent episodes of popular shows like House, Grey's Anatomy and Modern Family on their network's websites on a free basis. They are not available to view live
yet, however. And the ABC website, among other things, notes that some shows are only available online for four weeks after they are aired - ideal if you're a couple of weeks behind your favorite show, but not if you've missed the entire season. Advertising For links to more information, click on the next
page. Susan Bennett never knew she would become one of the most famous voices in the world until Siri debuted on the iPhone in 2011. HowStuffWorks tells its story. ABC player. (March 30, 2011) . (March 30, 2011) (March 30, 2011) Apple. (March 30, 2011) (March 30, 2011) Fox. (March 30, 2011)
Tim. PC Magazine. Apple TV. September 28, 2010. (March 30, 2011) 2817,2369826,00.aspHulu. (March 30, 2011) , Matthew. Cnet. Apple TV. September 30, 2010. (March 30, 2011) League Pass. (March 30, 2011 (March 30, March, Dan. Chief analyst, Frost and Sullivan digital media group. A personal
interview. March 25, 2011. 2011.
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